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ISSUING CRITERIA  
FOR  

KABADDI, PLAYERS, COACHES & MANAGERS 
 
 

Background 
 
England Kabaddi Federation (UK) (hereinafter referred to as “the EKF”) is, has always been and 
continues to be the sole Governing Body of the sport of Kabaddi in UK.  Therefore, EKF continues 
to be solely responsible for issuing GBEs to Kabaddi clubs for obtaining Sponsorship Licences, 
Sponsoring Individual Players and Sponsoring Individual Coaches or Managers under Tiers 2 and 5 
of the UK Border Agency Points Based System to play or coach Kabaddi in UK. 
 
EKF originally published its endorsement criteria in 2008. 
 
The said criteria was reviewed in January 2011 and January 2015.  
 
The proposed new criteria is contained herein. 
 
It explains the criteria that all Kabaddi clubs in UK have to meet in order to obtain Governing Body 
Endorsements for obtaining and/or retaining Sponsor’s Licence, Sponsoring Individual Players 
and/or Coaches under Tiers 2 and 5 of the UK Border Agency Points Based System. 
 
Length of Kabaddi Season in UK 
 
The playing season for this sport in UK runs from May to August of each year.  This may vary 
slightly from season to season depending on the arrangement of the first and last matches. 
 
Duration of Endorsement Criteria 
 
This criteria will apply for 2015 & 2016 seasons and will be effective from 1st February 2015 
through to 31st December 2015.  The criteria will be reviewed in early 2017 in order that revised 
criteria may be issued by the 1st February 20017 to operate for seasons 2017 & 2018. 
 
Background of Kabaddi Game 
 
Kabaddi is a team sport, which combines characteristics of wrestling and rugby.  Its origin was in 
Punjab, India.  Over the years Kabaddi game has been developed and now is played all over the 
World.  There are two types of Kabaddi game that has been recognised by Asian Sports Federation 
and are being played in Asian Games.  Although like cricket, it has not been entered in the 
Commonwealth Games and Olympic Games but since 1960 it has crossed the border of Asia and 
has been played in European countries, Commonwealth countries, America, Canada and UK. 
 
For the purposes of our organisation there are two types of Kabaddi which can be summarised as 
follows:- 
 

1. Circle Style Kabaddi 
 
Circle Kabaddi is India’s national game, and in circle Kabaddi, two teams compete 
with each other like other games for high scores, by touching or capturing the players 
of the opposing team.  Each team consists of 12 players (six raiders and six defenders).  
A single raider will try and score a point with a single defender trying to stop him.  The 
two teams fight for higher scores, alternating defence and offence.  The game is played 



in an almost 140ft circle divided in half and (one team plays in one side and the other 
in other side).  There is a 20ft goal post in the middle and the raider has to go through 
and touch the defender and come through this post within 30 seconds to score a point.  
If the defender catches the raider then the defender scores the point.  The game consists 
of two 20 minutes halves and a 5 minute break to change sides. 
 

2. National Style Kabaddi 
 
National Style Kabaddi (also called Rectangular Kabaddi) is also India’s national game 
and is included in all Kabaddi tournaments played abroad.  It is also included in 
Kabaddi tournaments played in the UK organised by the Kabaddi Federation.  National 
style teams also consist of 12 players (raiders and stoppers), 7 of whom are in play, and 
the remaining 5 kept in reserve.  National style is played on a rectangular ground;  
raiders take turns to score points and can be stopped by any number of stoppers 
throughout the match.  As circle style Kabaddi, the two teams fight for higher scores, 
alternating defence and offence, by touching or capturing the players of the opposing 
team.  The game consists of two 20 minute halves with a break of 5 minutes to change 
sides. 
 

Endorsement of Sponsors 
 
To be eligible to become a Sponsor and issue Certificates of Sponsorship for Kabaddi players and 
coaches in UK a club must be an affiliated member of EKF. 
 
Each club will be responsible for applying for and obtaining its own Sponsor’s Licence from the 
UKBA.  The EKF will of course assist all member clubs in any way it can.  A Sponsor’s Licence 
issued by UKBA under Tier 2 or Tier 5 is valid for a period of 4 years, after which time it may be 
renewed.  Clubs should note that a Sponsor’s Licence may be revoked at any time by the UKBA if 
the Sponsor is seen to be failing in its compliance with its duties. 
 
Endorsement of Players 
 
The skill levels and players criteria are the same for either style of Kabaddi as mentioned above.  
The EKF as the Governing Body of Kabaddi in UK will ensure that before endorsing the 
application of the Sponsor club for inviting the Kabaddi player from outside UK the following 
criteria and the guidance of the UK Border Agency PBS Sport Code of Practice are met. 
 

1. The applicant club must be an affiliated member of the EKF. 
2. The invited Kabaddi player must be a professional “A” grade Kabaddi player.  The 

Sponsor club must provide a copy of the passport of the player to EKF, whose officials 
will then make all reasonable enquiries to ensure that the invited Kabaddi player is 
indeed a genuine “A” grade Kabaddi player before issuing the endorsement.  If the 
EKF is not satisfied that the invited Kabaddi player is indeed a genuine “A” grade 
Kabaddi player then the EKF reserves the right to refuse the Sponsor club’s 
endorsement application for that player. 

3. The Sponsor Club must have a written Agreement of Engagement with the player and 
provide evidence of the same to EKF. 

4. The Sponsor club must provide on their letterhead a guarantee duly signed by the 
senior officials of the club confirming that they will ensure that the player concerned 
will leave UK before the expiry of his Visa.  The EKF will monitor this activity and 
use its best endeavours to ensure that the Immigration system as established under the 
PBS is not abused by any affiliated Kabaddi clubs. 
 
 

 



Endorsement of Coaches and/or Managers 
 
The same endorsement requirements for coaches and coaching managers will apply to applications 
to enter UK under either Tier 2 or Tier 5 creative and sporting policy.  The skill levels and 
coaching criteria are the same for either style of Kabaddi as mentioned above.  The EKF as the 
Governing Body of Kabaddi in UK will ensure that before endorsing the application of the Sponsor 
club for inviting a Kabaddi coach or manager from outside UK the following criteria and the 
guidance of the UK Border Agency PBS Sport Code of Practice are met:- 
 
1) The individual concerned must be qualified person for coaching and managing both styles of 

Kabaddi games as mentioned above. 
2) He/she must have at least five years relevant experience. 
3) He/she must be able to speak, write and read English language to a reasonable standard. 
4) The Sponsor club must have a written contract of employment with the individual concerned. 
5) The applicant Kabaddi club must provide a copy of the said contract to the EKF and the 

contract must contain clauses confirming that the coach/manager will be paid a sum equal to or 
more than the national minimum wage as set for the relevant period 

6) The EKF as a Governing Body will monitor the applicant’s coaching and/or managing skill 
during his/her coaching of the Kabaddi players.  His/her progress report will be prepared 
quarterly and discussed in the EKF’s meeting. 

 
Keeping Record of Endorsements 
 
The EKF as a Governing Body will keep copies of all documents supplied by the Kabaddi club in 
support of all their applications for endorsements. 
 
The endorsements will be issued in the format prescribed by the UKBA. 
 
The EKF will keep records and copies of all endorsements issued by the EKF in the custody of the 
General Secretary of the EKF. 
 
The said records and copies of all endorsements will be made available to the UKBA as and when 
requested. 
 
Period of Approval for Governing body Endorsements 
 
Governing body Endorsements will be issued for a period appropriate to the period of approval for 
sponsorship or the Tier under which the application is being made, that is as follows:- 
 

1. As a Sponsor under Tier 2 or Tier 5 – for 4 years. 
2. As a Migrant under Tier 2 Sport:- 

 
a. Initial application - length of contract or up to 3 years maximum, whichever is 

the shorter period. 
b. Extension application – length of contract or up to 2 years maximum, 

whichever is the shorter period. 
 

3. As a Migrant under Tier 5 Sport – length of contract or up to 12 months, whichever is 
the shorter period. 

 
The Federation will act as an endorsement governing body for sponsors for the period approved by 
the UK Border Agency’s under PBS Tier 2 and Tier 5 policy as specified for 4 years or the 
Federation will review the endorsement requirements after every two years after discussing any 
change to be made with the member clubs. 
 



If there is any need for the extended period for a coach is required then the Federation, as a 
Governing Body will endorse a new application made by the Sponsor club.  The same procedure 
will apply for a player if he wants to change the club. 
 
Dispute Procedure 
 
The EKF will settle and answer all queries, disputes or questions raised by the Kabaddi clubs 
concerning the Kabaddi game or sponsorship of Kabaddi players, coaches or managers in a good 
manner as required by the UK Border Agency under PBS Criteria. 
 
If approached by any other sports body the EKF will discuss and consider any suitable changes in 
its endorsement requirements as may be appropriate. 
 
The EKF as a Governing Body will make sure that all applications for endorsements are given fair 
and transparent consideration.  Any application will only be refused if it fails to meet:- 
 

1. all the requirements of the UK Border Agency’s PBS tier 2 and Tier 5 policy; OR 
2. the criteria contained herein; OR 
3. the rules and regulations contained in the EKF's Constitution; OR 

 
In the event of an application being refused the EKF will give the reason for refusal in writing to 
the concerned party.  The EKF will keep copies of all correspondence conducted with the 
concerned party so that it may be made available to the IKBA if requested. 

 
If an applicant for endorsement whose application has been refused wishes to challenge a decision 
on an endorsement the EKF will discuss the dispute with the club and if this does not resolve the 
issue it will be referred to an independent British Sport body for further discussions.  The decision 
from this process will be final and binding on the EKF. 
 
Further Information 
 
For any queries regarding these criteria or to discuss the application process for Kabaddi players 
and/or coaches, please contact:- 
 
SURINDER SINGH MANAK LL.B (Hons) 
General Secretary (J.) 
England Kabaddi Federation (UK) 
Email:  ssm@manaksolicitors.co.uk 
 
 


